1. Rhyming endings

The whole text under investigation comprises 20,245 words from the Beirut edition and 696 more taken from the Istanbul edition, giving all together 20,941 words. By word, the written form is meant here. The number of words would be 5,600 more if one-letter words (prepositions and conjunctions) had been counted independently. This, however, did not seem necessary, because words are used here exclusively as quantitative units for measuring the length of the text or some of its parts and are not to be regarded as qualitative factors.

It is not always possible to define unambiguously and with absolute certainty which endings are to be classified as rhyming, or which phrases are to be counted as symmetric or parallel and which are not. For this reason the numbers of occurrences are always rounded so as not to give a false impression.

The whole text under examination contains 351 lines of verse with all together 2,790 words (=13.3 %). The remainder, here called 'prose-text' may be segmented into about 4,900 phrases, of which a little less than two thirds, about 2,860, are defined by their being rhymed in one way or another, and the rest (about 5,800 words in about 1,680 phrases) do not rhyme. This also means that, while the average number of words in a phrase with rhyming ending is 3.5, this number is greater (3.75) in the case of the non-rhyming phrases. The breaking of the non-rhyming parts into phrases can, of course, only be made on a subjective basis. Here we have considered a phrase as an utterance (or sentence) which can be independently understood. Thus a subordinate clause has not been regarded as such a phrase. Among the non-rhyming phrases, however, there are many stereotype expressions, among other things 524 occurrences of the verb qāla and its inflected forms.

The length of non-rhyming (and so, in general, asymmetric) phrases can vary from one word (usually قال) to two-three word phrases forming a whole narrative passage:10

لاليس يبيع إلا الأعلاق / ثم قرع الباب / ودخلنا الدهليز

But it may be as long as 13 words:11

وهذه الحلقة ترها اشترتها في سوق الخراف من عمران
الخراف في ثلاثة دنانير معروفة

In the terminology the use of the word saj has been avoided. Instead of rhymes or rawi the expression 'rhyming ending' is used, while instead of parallel members the term 'symmetric phrases' seemed preferable. The style of the maqāmāt is considered 'balanced' or 'proportional text', where the means of proportioning embrace rhyming endings as well as a kind of pulsing rhythm. This rhythm or harmony is, however, frequently interrupted by 'dissonant' parts, not because the author could not have continued the pulsation as long as he wanted but first because he complied with the semantic requirements of his text as a whole, or in other words, the contents of his story, and second because a monotonous pulsing would not suit human perception and would give a dull sense.
The Ghilānī maqāma as a whole provides good examples of rhymeless phrases, since less than one fifth of the text has rhyming endings while three fifths are rhymeless (the remaining one fifth being poetry).

1.1 The number of rhyming phrases may extend from two to three or rarely to five. The rhyming endings are in 88% of cases couplets, in about 11% triplets and only one percent are real quadruplets or quintuplets. The triplets are of two types: real triplets, and what may be called semi-triplets. The latter type means that most commonly the first of the three phrases is a preparatory phrase (in both its form and its contents), reflecting only partially the characteristics of the given rhyme. If the second and third members are symmetric (balanced) phrases as well, this first phrase is not, but in that case the rhyming is usually perfect. Accordingly, we suppose here the conscious use of formal devices by the author. In the following we would like to present some examples of what has been described above.

Couplet:12

شهدت حتى مصارع المشاق
ومرحت حتى لمرض الأهداق

Ordinary triplet:13

عليه باب غير أنه من خليطي ساج
وعاج
مودجين احسن ازدواج

Or:

وهي تدور في الدور
من التنور إلى القدور
ومن القدور إلى التنور

Asymmetric triplet (2+1):14

After the first two parts, there is not only a linguistic and semantic boundary beside the essential coherence of the whole tripartite sentence, but also an alteration of rhyming pattern which preserves only the final element -hā in the 3rd part.

Asymmetric triplet with the form 1+2:15

وقد اخرج من دور آل الفرات
وقت المصادر
وزمن الغارات

The rhyming is complete, but only the second and third phrases are symmetric.

Asymmetric triplet with the form 1+2:16

فما استأثان على سمعي
مسافة مقامي
فصل من كلامي

There is no complete rhyme in the first, only the pronoun ending being identical, while the second and third form a complete rhyming couplet.

Quadruplet (sometimes plus one, forming a quasi-quintuplet):17

سلوا / الملوك وخزانتها
والأخلاق ومعادتنها
والامور وبراهتنا
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213
The rhyme consonant, the rawi is a sonorant (liquid or nasal) sound in about 42% of cases; also, the labial /b/ and the dental /d/ occur more times than the average and their statistical probability would allow. The total number of occurrences of all sonorant sounds in the text is 5,955 (about 30% of all sounds), and, if we extract from this the occurrences of the particles and the inflected forms of the verb qāla which cannot in principle occur at the end of a rhyming phrase, we get an even smaller rate (around 20%). That is the probability of their occurring in a rhyme.

The 42% rate of occurrence in a rhyming ending position shows a very ancient trait in the rhyming of the maqāmāt, the relic of an age when the most important ending in an (artistic) prose text was a sonorant. It also supports a phonologic theory according to which the sonorants form an independent class within the Arabic sound system (together with the real consonants, real vowels and the glides).20

1.2 The rhymes in al-Hamadhānī’s maqāmāt have, in a high percentage, very complicated forms, not differing much in this respect from those of the poetic rhyme (gāfiya). It is only rarely true that these rhyming endings are nothing more than rawi. In about 35% of the rhymes there is a common long vowel before the rawi; in a very large number of cases (in all together 55% of all the rhymes), in addition to the rhyme letter, the whole morphologic pattern is prescribed by the rhyme (this latter, however, partially overlaps with the former category). This trait binds the maqāma rhyme with earlier prose where this pattern generally represents the sole connection between the parallel members.22 The most frequent morphologic pattern used is fa‘l (22%). Here it may be interesting to note that the fa‘la (tun) form, once the most frequently used ending form (e.g. in the Koran23) has lost its special significance in the maqāmāt (occurring only in 6% of cases). It is also to be noted that identity in grammatical category of the forms is not always required (e.g. a broken plural may harmonize with a maṣdar: ru‘ūs – julūs; or an i‘rāb ending with a binā‘ vowel: qasda – lakā). A detailed list of statistical data will be omitted here.24

1.3 The so called prose rhymes show two other important similarities to the poetic rhyme. First, unlike the early sa‘r, the i‘rāb endings are always identical in the rhyming pairs.25 This being such an unequivocal feature of these rhymes (as well as of the qawāfī shi‘riyya), it can be relied on in deciding, for example, whether four phrases having the same consonantal endings are really a quadruplet or form only two (very similar but essentially different) couplets, because the i‘rāb endings differ. Hence the correctness of our division may be supported by other, mainly semantic, means. The highly classical nature of these rhyming endings demonstrates the learned and basically written character of the Maqāmāt, since it is hardly possible to imagine that these endings would have been pronounced in live recitation.26

Second, in many cases there is what is called in poetry kharūj, i.e. a final third person suffixed pronoun (-hu or -hā) after the rhyme letter, its occurrence rate being 18% in the whole text, though in some (longer) maqāmāt it may reach even the 30% mark. Contrary to this, the rate of rhymes consisting only of either a pronoun, a verbal inflection, a nominal
case ending or a tā’ marbūta is very low, no more than 7%.27 It occurs also very rarely that the rhyme consists only of a rawi. On the other hand it happens very often with the forms fa‘l, fa‘il, af‘āl and fa‘āl that not only the lām, but also the ayn may be identical (or a related sound). Otherwise there is at least a tā’ marbūta or a pronoun after the rawi. 

The following are some examples of the use of related sounds in the rhyming endings:

(i) the rawi is mim, while the previous consonant is either lām or mim.28

(ii) the rawi is bā‘, and the previous consonant is either nūn or rā‘.29

(iii) the rawi is mim, and the previous consonant is either nūn or mim.30

1.4 The rhyming in the Maqāmāt sometimes allows quite complicated structures not possible in Classical Arabic poetry because of the latter’s obligatory monorhymes. For instance, there is a special technique by the help of which parallelism (i.e. symmetry in syntactic form) and rhyming partly run together and partly separate: at the beginning of the twenty-first maqāma four phrases are symmetric, but rhyme separately in two pairs.31

All the above phrases contain a passive verb at the beginning and a subjunctive verb at the end. The rhyming endings are similar but not identical (lām and nūn). All of this is supported with a small shift in the middle of the phrases, from a masculine to a feminine subject.

In a similar pattern in the same maqāma even the rhyme is partly identical having the same pronoun after different rawis.32

The rhymes are similar in A & B and C & D, while A is parallel to C and B to D. In other words the whole A plus B couplet is symmetrical in its structure with C plus D, with B and D being ḥāl sentences relating to A and C respectively. The overall unity of the four phrases, i.e. two couplets, is secured by the formula of the rhyming endings of the pattern fi‘ulahunna.

1.5 The exact repetition of the rhyming ending is not allowable in the maqāma genre. There is a quadruplet of the two-plus-two type, for instance, in the Maqāma madiriyya where there seemingly are complete repetitions of the rhyming words.33

All the above phrases contain a passive verb at the beginning and a subjunctive verb at the end. The rhyming endings are similar but not identical (lām and nūn). All of this is supported with a small shift in the middle of the phrases, from a masculine to a feminine subject.

In a similar pattern in the same maqāma even the rhyme is partly identical having the same pronoun after different rawis.32

The rhymes are similar in A & B and C & D, while A is parallel to C and B to D. In other words the whole A plus B couplet is symmetrical in its structure with C plus D, with B and D being ḥāl sentences relating to A and C respectively. The overall unity of the four phrases, i.e. two couplets, is secured by the formula of the rhyming endings of the pattern fi‘ulahunna.

1.5 The exact repetition of the rhyming ending is not allowable in the maqāma genre. There is a quadruplet of the two-plus-two type, for instance, in the Maqāma madiriyya where there seemingly are complete repetitions of the rhyming words.33

Here there are complete repetitions inside the lines. Whether these are to be counted as rhymes or not can be decided not only by knowing that repetition is not used, as a rule, in rhyming endings, but also by the difference in the ḥrab endings which is also not permissible in al-Hamadhāni’s Maqāmāt. Thus the first al-tasti does not rhyme with the second al-tastu but it certainly forms a kind of inner rhyme, or better to
say ‘echo’ together with al-dastu and al-baytu in the third and fourth phrases. This cannot be called a proper abaab type of rhyming because it does not occur with enough frequency in the text, but it is rather an auxiliary or supporting rhyme for which there are some other parallel places.

2. Symmetric phrases

2.1 The usual concept of parallel members (called symmetric phrases here) must be supplemented with two important remarks. First, while all the symmetric phrases in the maqāmāt possess rhyming endings, there are many phrases supplied with rhymes which are not parallel or symmetric at all. Second, contrary to the usual concept, we restrict here the notion of parallelism to structural or syntactic parallelism. Semantic parallelism is either so vague an idea that it cannot be used for practical (and statistical) purposes, or it always goes along with syntactic balance. It may be noted here that the difference between symmetric and asymmetric structures is very characteristic and easy to detect. Semi- or quasi-parallelism occurs only if the rhyming is also imperfect. Such is the case with the 2+1 and 1+2 triplets mentioned above, where the first or third member may only be regarded as supplementary.34

Here there is a contrastive parallelism between an imperative and a prohibition in the first two phrases. The structural symmetry is perfect between the second and the third phrases of the triplet, but the placement of an imperfect rhyming is meant to point to some defect in the triplet. There is an introductory part inside the triplet, between the second and the third members, which is unusual and destroys the perfect harmony. The plural ending and the pronoun, however, are there to call attention to the formal symmetry and semantic connection between the phrases lā tarafahu and lā tujibahu.

One could easily say that this analysis seems arbitrary and what we really have here is a randomly imperfect rhyming which the writer put there because he could not find a better one. Thus the length of the third part has nothing to do with the imperfection of rhyming, but, since throughout the whole text such imperfection of the first or third member of a triplet always occurs together with a correspondent imperfection of the rhyming ending, one feels that this co-occurrence cannot just be an accident.

2.2 On the length of symmetric phrases

According to a widely held view, symmetric (or parallel) phrases may have varying, and even greatly different lengths.35 This view cannot be justified without strong reservations since symmetric phrases are almost always segments of equal or similar length. This is self-evident, since they mostly have a similar syntactic structure and also similar morphological patterns (which means in Arabic identical or nearly identical length). The image of unequal duration may be the consequence of a mental illusion. We all listen to or read a text linearly, and parallelism generally appears to consist of a longer first and a shorter second member, divided by the rhyming ending of the first member. It may come to our mind only later that what seemed to be the first member in reality consists of two parts; an introductory (or transitory) non-rhyming, non-parallel part and a symmetric, rhyming segment. In al-Hamadhāni’s MaqĀmāt, a rhyming or symmetric couplet is more frequently interrupted by non-rhyming or at least asymmetric parts than later in al-Harīrī’s Maqāmāt.36 These initial portions form part of these interruptions and ensure a kind of rhythm which is strongly connected to the contents of the maqāma:37

Here the first phrase seems twice as long as the second. The symmetric couplet, however, begins within the whole verbal phrase kāna yaf’alu, with only the yaf’alu part, the whole previous jumla ħaliyya being only an introduction to the symmetric couplet. If, however, the second member is longer than the first it really means that we have to do with an
unproportionate (but rhyming) couplet. (For this latter see the previous example with là tujībūhu.)

The examples of asymmetric phrases are abundant. Of course their not being parallel syntactically does not exclude the existence of some other type of rhetorical links between the members, e.g. jīnās:48

لا أمر على ما ذكر / فأفعل كما أمر

Here there is no semantic parallelism and no complete syntactic parallelism either, although we can find a partial balance between the two subordinate sentences:

ما ذكر ... ما أمر

This is strengthened by the jīnās between al-amru at the beginning of the first phrase and amara at the end of the second, marking a kind of coherence between the two phrases.

So, we can say that there are symmetric, partially symmetric and quite asymmetric rhyming phrases:49

A.) Symmetric phrases:50

انظر إلى /

الأمم الخالية
والملوك الفائدة
انحرت آثارهم
وبقيت أخبارهم

B.) Partially symmetric phrases:51

كيف /

انطفأتهم الأيام
وأفناهم السماء

C.) Asymmetric phrases:52

كم اختلت أيدي المناون
من قرون
بعد قرون

Besides these linear types there are multi-level symmetric structures where a symmetric rhyming couplet (or triplet) grows inside a symmetric construction of a larger scale, not supplied with rhyming endings:53

فلتانا
من القارع
قال ... 

ورز // //  

قادة الخضر
والزمن المز
وضيف // // 

وطهؤ خفيف
وحلته رفيف

وجار // // 

يستدعي على /

الجوع
الجيب المرتفع
The four introductory one-word phrases preceding four symmetric couplets here make us feel that there is symmetry and balance of a higher order between different text units.

As has been mentioned before, about two thirds of the prose text features rhyming phrases: 62% of these rhyming phrases (equal to 42% of the whole prose text) constitute strictly parallel phrases. We may extract from the sum of words of the prose text the large number of the occurrences of the quotation word qāla – it occurs, as has been stated, 524 times – and also the names of the two protagonists (‘Īsā b. Hishām and Abū al-Fath al-İskandari) – all together 205 occurrences. The above rate then becomes a little higher, by 3%, to be precise.

To simplify the picture, only three categories have been chosen from among the many different types of full symmetric phrases.

First type: When both members of the parallel couplets (since parallelism is restricted in 90% of cases to couplets) are full sentences, structurally independent from each other. These constitute 28% of all symmetric phrases.44

Even these seemingly complete sentences show, however, that it is quite impossible to excerpt any part of a text without feeling the need to explain things (e.g., word order, use of the ya‘alū form, etc.) in it by referring to the antecedent parts.

Second type: When the only structural difference between the members is a particle or grammatical word at the beginning of the first phrase, which, however, relates to the second or third phrase as well. Their ratio is 14%. For example:45

ثالث type: The remaining 58%, that is the largest part of all structurally parallel phrases, are such that the symmetric phrases start after a shorter or longer introductory part. This makes the reader think that the members are of different length.46
One last thing that should be noted here is that the proportion of symmetric structures, the members of which consist only of one word, is very low (2.6%), as compared to al-Ḥariri’s *Maqāmāt*, where it is a much more frequent phenomenon.  

3. Summary

3.1 The form of al-Hamadhānī’s *Maqāmāt* shows a more complicated and, at the same time, more diversified picture than one would think in reading certain simplified definitions given not only by various European and Arab handbooks and encyclopaedias, but also by monographs written by modern Arab authors on al-Hamadhānī.  

This complexity means two basic things: First, there are manifold and not at all monotonous patterns of connections between the different types of formal elements (rhyming, parallelism, length of the symmetric phrases, the frequency of their occurrence, and so on) forming a rhythm in the text which underlies the artistic effects of the *Maqāmāt*. Second, the choice and the rhythm of formal elements do not stand on their own, but are strongly linked with the semantic content of the clauses and with the course of the narrative in general.

3.2 As final conclusions, the following main distinctive characteristics seem to merit consideration:

1. On the one hand, the use of a rhyming technique very similar in its complexity to that of the poetic qāfīya, and especially its rigid compliance with the rules of ғrāf after the rawī points to a form of highly artificial written prose. Therefore one cannot accept the usual European presentation of the parts and phrases of a maqāma without vowel endings. On the other hand, some atavistic traits can be detected, as well as reminiscences of an oral literature. The most astonishing of all of these is perhaps the high frequency of the occurrence of liquid and nasal sounds (classified here as members of a so-called sonorant class) as rhyme letters, rawīs.

2. The rhyming endings are similar to those of many earlier and later products of the so-called rhyming prose in the extensive use of pronouns and inflectional endings in the rhyming words (not only -hu and -hā, but also -ka, -kum, -i, -ni, -an, -ūna, etc.). However, these weak rhyming elements usually do not stand alone, but almost always follow a proper rhyme or at least a rawī.

3. As for the use of symmetric phrases the following can be stated:
   a) At least one third of all the rhyming phrases do not take part in symmetric phrases (i.e., parallelism) in a strict sense.
   b) It makes no sense to speak about parallel elements of differing length, but only about symmetric couplets or triplets of different length. This means that the members of one balanced pair should be of identical or nearly identical extent, but – contrary to the situation in poetry – there is no special limit set for the length of all such pairs.
   c) Strictly speaking, parallelism in al-Hamadhānī’s *Maqāmāt* means almost exclusively a symmetric arrangement of syntactic devices and structures, even if there may exist traits of parallelism on other linguistic (phonological or semantic) levels too, at one and the same time. That is, if we cannot find a quite complete syntactic parallelism among phrases of the same rhyming endings, we cannot, as a rule, discover there semantic parallelism either. In other words, we may say that parallelism in the *Maqāmāt* means first of all repetition of structure and only then repetition of meanings.

Notes

1. The omitted passages are: the complete 26th *Maqāma Shāmīyya* (333 words); one anecdote from the end of the 31th *Maqāma Rusūfiyya* (328 words); and verses 8–13 from the first poem in the 19th *Maqāma Sāsāniyya* (35 words).
3. For a first step towards fulfilling this aim, see Iványi 1993.
4. Even a monograph on al-Hamadhānī’s literary activity written in Arabic and published recently, Muṣṭafā al-Shakā’a’s work deals little with the formal aspects of the maqāmāt, devoting only seven of 468 pages to their style. I am grateful to Hilary Kilpatrick for calling to my attention Mahmoud Messadi’s *Essai sur le rythme dans la prose rimée en arabe* (Tunis, 1981). Unfortunately it was too late to be able to include this analysis into the present article.
5. In this we accept the views of A. F. L. Beeston, who emphasises the difference between the soothsayers’ saf and that of the later prose writers. See Beeston 1971, 1983 and 1990. On saf see also Krenkow 1972.
6. As modern Arab writers do when speaking of the maqāma rhymes. See, for example, ‘Ukkāzī 1992: ‘al-tasjīl al-mutawāzī’.
7. Considering the fact, pointed out later in this paper, that parallelism usually means here symmetric syntactic structures.
8. It can even be said that the aforementioned rhythm of the maqāma is ensured by this alternation of what may be called ‘well-formed’ and ‘formless’ parts.
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9. An even greater number, around 38,800, would derive from counting separately everything that ancient Arab grammarians considered independent words (or rather morphemes).


11. Ibid., p. 108.


15. Ibid., p. 111.


18. Ibid., pp. 20–21.

19. Ibid., p. 20.

20. This theory has been presented in Iványi 1977 and 1978.

21. It would be a qaﬁya mutaradîfâ in poetry.

22. See, for example, the works of al-Tantukhi or al-Tawhîdi, or even the hikûyât of al-Azîdi.

23. For the different patterns in the Koran and the special place occupied by the far’âh(tun) form, see Müller 1969, esp. pp. 13ff.

24. The whole list of figures, including those relating to other, mainly rhetorical features, and the results of comparative research done between al-Hamadhâni’s Maqâmât and other products of Arabic prose will be published later.

25. Interestingly enough, it occurs occasionally that, as is allowed in poetry, an indefinite nominal case ending may rhyme with a definite one (e.g., -îm-in).

26. The maqâmâ being prose not poetry; in waqf it would, of course, lose its endings if read aloud.

27. All very common types of rhyming in the prose literature of previous centuries or even in the 1–12th, see e.g. al-Azîdî’s hikûyât.


29. The 18th al-Maqâmâ al-Qazwîniyya, p. 89.

30. The 10th al-Maqâmâ al-Isfahânîyya, p. 54.


33. The 22nd al-Maqâmâ al-Madriyya, p. 113.

34. The 21st al-Maqâmâ al-Mawâsîliyya, p. 100.

35. Horst (1987:226) cites the following example of what he regards as rhyming and parallelism in al-Hamadhâni’s Maqâmât. The quotation is published with this segmentation and without irâb at the end of the parallel members:

Fa-la-qadd kunnâ wa-lâhi min abî ibâm
wa-ramm
nurâbî laddâ l-sâbût
wa-nuwbâr iinda r-ravâh

36. Therefore, as Beeston (1990:132) has already emphasized, ‘it is the Haririan maqâmât that have come to be considered as the typical examples of the genre; it is indeed not unknown for literary historians to describe Hariri’s work as if such description were applicable to all maqâmât including those of Hamadhâni, notwithstanding the differences.’ See, for
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example, Brockelmann & Pellat 1991:109 where it is stated that ‘In summary, the original maqâmâ appears to be characterised fundamentally by the almost exclusive use of rhymed prose’. This may be right in connection with al-Ḥarîrî, but certainly not if stated about al-Hamadhâni as we have tried to point out. For a really inadequate characterisation of the form of al-Ḥarîrî’s Maqâmât, see Margoliouth & Pellat 1972, where the most important note is that ‘verbal exuberance leads to acrobatics’ in his Maqâmât.


39. More specific definitions will be given in the aforementioned forthcoming publication.

40. The 26th (or 27th) al-Maqâmâ al-Wâqîyya, p. 133.

41. Ibid.

42. Ibid., p. 132.


44. The conjunctions thumma/fa-îna have not been taken into consideration. The example is from the 14th al-Maqâmâ al-Fazârîyya, p. 68.


47. It must be mentioned, however, that al-Ḥarîrî made his phrases rhyme more continuously, with less interrupting non rhyming, non parallel segments, so he needed more of this type of simpler material than al-Hamadhâni did.

48. Cf., for example, al-Shâkî ‘83.

49. This statement would perhaps be regarded as commonplace speaking about any piece of European literature, but it is not a generally accepted idea in connection with Arabic belle-liettristic prose. Although it is this crucial point which we are most interested in exploring, investigation in this paper has been confined to the first point.
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In a recent article (The Language of the Qurʾān, hereafter abbreviated to LQ) I argued that the traditional pious equation that (a) the language of the Qurʾān is identical with (b) the ʿarabīyya of early poetry on the one hand and with (c) the dialect of Quraysh, the spoken language of Muhammad, on the other, is both late – it appears to have become prevalent no earlier than the third/ninth century – and mistaken. Evidence that the equation with (b) cannot be correct was first assembled by Vollers (though his conclusions about it were mistaken), but even if we stop with the cautious view of Rabin ‘that [the] literary diction [of the Qurʾān] contains some elements of [the] spoken idiom of the milieu’, we are at one remove from the language of poetry. The absence of rhyme and metre also have a considerable effect. On the other hand, the way that the muḥāfīsūn specifically comment on the rare Meccan forms in the Quranic text is enough to invalidate the equation with (c). However, it is clear from the strong reaction of the Meccans that they understood the Qurʾān even if they rejected its message, and I suggested that this was because there were other registers that were in common use and to which the language of the Qurʾān has much greater natural affinities. These were the registers of the soothsayer (kāhin), the orator (khaṭṭāb) and story-teller (qāṣṣ) and also, in Medinan material, that of the written documentary style. Incidentally, in this article I shall talk about both styles and registers, whereas in LQ, in which I was focusing on variations in linguistic levels, I referred largely to registers. This is really a question of emphasis: there is a considerable overlap between style, the way in which material is couched, and register, the level of language at which it is pitched.

The existence of soothsayers, orators and story-tellers is well enough attested; but severe difficulties are caused by the paucity of extant pieces that we may reasonably term kāhin- or khaṭṭāb-material, while the